The study of Earth rotation encompasses the complex nature of orientation changes, the excitation of these changes and their geophysical implications in a broad variety of areas. Studies have embarked on a new era with the advent of highly accurate space geodetic techniques and the increasing availability of complementary geophysical data sets. This paper provides an overview of Earth rotation variations from hours to centuries with a brief discussion of polar motion and nutation results.
Introduction
In the absence of internal sources of energy or interactions with astronomical objects, the Earth would move as a rigid body with its various parts (the crust, mantle, inner and outer cores, atmosphere and oceans) rotating together at a constant fixed rate. In reality, the world is considerably more complicated, as is schematically illustrated in Figure 1 . The rotation rate of the Earth's crust is not constant, but exhibits complicated fluctuations in speed amounting to several parts in 10 8 [corresponding to a variation of several milliseconds (ms) in the length of the day (LOD)] (Figure 2a ) and about one part in 10 6 in the orientation of the rotation axis relative to the solid Earth's axis of figure (polar motion) ( Figure 3 ). These changes occur over a broad spectrum of time scales, ranging from hours to centuries and longer, reflecting the fact that they are produced by a wide variety of geophysical and astronomical processes. Geodetic observations of Earth rotation changes thus provide insights into the geophysical processes illustrated in Figure 1 , which are often difficult to obtain by other means.
The principle of conservation of angular momentum requires that changes in the Earth's rotation must be manifestations of (a) torques acting on the solid Earth and (b) changes in the mass distribution within the solid Earth, which alters its inertia tensor. Angular momentum transfer occurs between the solid Earth and the fluid regions (the underlying liquid metallic core and the overlying hydrosphere and atmosphere) with which it is in contact; concomitant torques are due to hydrodynamic or magnetohydrodynamic stresses acting at the fluid/solid Earth interfaces. Changes in the inertia tensor of the solid Earth are caused not only by interfacial stresses and the gravitational attraction associated with astronomical objects and mass redistributions in the fluid regions of the Earth but also by processes that redistribute the material of the solid Earth, such as earthquakes, postglacial rebound, mantle convection, and movement of tectonic plates. Earth rotation provides a unique and truly global measure of natural and man-made changes in the atmosphere, oceans, and interior of the Earth.
Space geodetic techniques, including laser ranging to the moon and artificial satellites (LLR and SLR) and very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) using radio telescopes, have brought about a new age in Earth rotation and related studies. The length of day and Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of the forces that perturb Earth rotation. Topographic coupling of the mantle to the core has been referred to as "Core Phrenology" by R. Hide, while the beetles, following T. Gold, represent the effect of continental drift. After Lambeck, 1980b. polar motion are now routinely measured at the -0.3 milliarcsecond level (-1 cm) (Gross, 1994) , while periodic corrections to the standard nutation model have been determined to the 0.1 milliarcsecond level for many terms . This paper provides an overview of Earth rotation variations from hours to centuries. Definitions and descriptions of the measurement techniques are given in Section 2, while a brief discussion of polar motion and nutations are given in Section 3 and 4. The main focus of this paper (Section 5) is on variations in universal time and length of day (LOD) and their implications. The reader is referred to several more detailed accounts of the excitation of Earth orientation changes. References to early work can be found in Munk and MacDonald (1960) and recent work is reported in Cazenave (1986) ; Dickey and Eubanks (1986) ; Eubanks (1993) ; Hide and Dickey (1991) ; Lambeck (1980 and 1988) ; Moritz and Mueller (1987) ; Rosen (1993); and Wahr (1983) .
Definitions and Measurements
Earth rotation refers collectively to variations in the orientation of the solid Earth, encompassing Universal Time (UTl), length of day, polar motion, and the phenomena of precession and nutation. Universal time (UTl) is the rotation angle of the Earth: the direction of the Greenwich meridian in an equinox-based inertial frame. The UTl measurements are usually given in units of time (1 msec is 46 cm at the equator). The actual observable is UT1-T, where T is some independent time series such as ET (ephemeris time) or IAT (international atomic time). The LOD can be estimated from the time rate of change of UT1-T. The motion of the pole can be divided into two classes, nutational motion (which includes precession) and the polar motion (PM). Nutations are motions of the spin axis of the Earth with respect to an inertial reference frame, while use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 Fig. 3. Polar motion, 1900 , after Gross, 1990 polar motion or wobble is the motion of the solid Earth with respect to the spin axis of the Earth. The precession is the gravest nutation with a period of about 26,000 years, caused by the gravitational torque on the Earth's equatorial bulge from the Sun, Moon and planets. Accurate knowledge of nutation and precession is required to relate terrestrial frames to celestial frames. Earth orientation measurements in current use can be classified as arising from two sources: classical techniques (optical astrometry and lunar occupation) and modern space geodetic techniques. Optical astrometry is based on measurements of the apparent angular positions of selected bright stars (Feissel, 1980; Guinot, 1978) . Both the latitude and the longitude of the observatory can be determined from observations of the time and elevation of the star at meridian passage. A network of stations with a proper geometry can be used to determine all components of the Earth's rotation. Polar motion has been routinely observed since 1900; from 1900 through 1980, the International Latitude Service (Yumi and Yokoyama, 1980) produced measurements based on a network of five stations located at the same latitude. Nutation values have been determined through the analysis of optical data sets beginning in 1955 (see for example Capitaine, 1980) ; the classical determination of the precession constant is based on the analysis of stellar proper motions (Fricke, 1977 and . Prior to the advent of modern atomic clocks (1955) , records of the solar time of ancient solar and lunar eclipses and of occultation of stars by the Moon form the basis for historical time series of UT1 and LOD Morrison, 1984 and 1995) .
The classical techniques were superseded by the new space geodetic techniques in the 1970s and 1980s. The new techniques are all based on measurements of electromagnetic signal delay or its time derivative. Delay and delay rate measurements are both more precise and somewhat less sensitive to systematic error than angular measurements. These measurement types include Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), satellite and lunar laser ranging (SLR and LLR), and utilization of the Global Positioning System (GPS) technology. VLBI is based on positional observations of distant quasars using the techniques of radio astronomy; SLR and LLR use range measurements to corner reflectors on artificial satellites and the Moon, respectively. GPS utilizes a large constellation of satellites transmitting at microwave frequencies together with a globally distributed network of receivers to determine universal time and polar motion variations. In each technique, changes in Earth orientation are monitored by observations of extraterrestrial objects from the surface of the Earth. The observed objects or signals are used to approximate a reference frame, either directly, for example, in the case of slow-moving objects such as quasars, or from dynamical theories of their motion in the case of planetary and satellite observations. In each case, Earth orientation is estimated from the apparent motion of the Earth with respect to this frame as defined by each technique. The accuracy of each technique is thus limited by unmodeled reference frame rotations, intrinsic measurement error, and any unmodeled motions of the observatories. In addition, measurements are most often referenced to some standard frame; hence, error is also introduced by the frame tie determinations.
Improvements in the observing systems (hardware, software and the development of well-distributed global networks) have lead to dramatic improvements in the determination of Earth orientation parameters. For example, estimates from a combined Kalman-filtered series utilizing the modern space techniques of LLR, SLR and VLBI have uncertainties in polar motion and universal time (UT1) at the ~2 mas (6 cm) and the 0.5 ms (-23 cm) level, respectively, for the late 1970s, whereas current uncertainties have improved to 0.3 mas for polar motion and 0.03 ms for UT1 (Gross, 1994) . There has also been an impressive increase in time resolution. The classical optical technique, utilizing a global network of more than 50 observatories, obtained UT1 at the millisecond level at 5-day intervals (Feissel, 1980) ; in contrast, the SEARCH Campaign obtained sub-hourly measurements of both UT1 and polar motion (see Section V and Dickey, 1993) .
Polar Motion
Polar motion is dominated by nearly circular oscillations at periods of one year (the annual wobble) and about 434 days (the Chandler wobble), with amplitudes of about 100 and 200 milliarcseconds (mas), respectively, together with a long-term drift of a few milliarcseconds per year (Lambeck, 1980 and Fig. 3 ). In addition, astrometric data sets exhibit decade time-scale polar motion of amplitude less than 50 mas, while analysis of geodetic data reveals rapid polar motion with peak-to-peak variations of approximately 2 to 20 mas, fluctuating on time scales between two weeks and several months; these are the so-called rapid polar motion (RPM) variations (Eubanks etal., 1988) .
The equatorial momentum budget is not closed at any frequency; hence, research efforts are largely focused on uncovering the causes of the observed variations. Comparisons with meteorological data suggest that rapid polar motion variations are at use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 least partially driven by surface air pressure changes, as modified by the response of sea level to atmospheric loading and by wind variations (Eubanks et al., 1988; Gross and Lindqwister, 1992 ). An additional source of excitation is required; a role for ocean angular momentum here has been advocated (Eubanks, 1993) . The annual wobble is thought to be principally atmospheric in origin; however, detailed calculations (Chao and Au, 1991) indicate discrepancies with factor two disagreement between atmospheric and geodetic amplitude in the retrograde annual term and large phase discrepancy in prograde term, pointing to a need for an additional source of excitation.
The Chandler wobble is a free oscillation of the Earth (Smith and Dahlen, 1981; Wilson and Vincente, 1980) whose source of excitation is uncertain. Since polar motion is assumed to be a linear response to geophysical excitation, the problem is to find an excitation source with enough power near the Chandler period of about 434 days. The major candidates are the atmosphere and the redistribution of ground water. Atmospheric fluctuations have power in the Chandler frequency band and can excite -2 5 % of the requisite power (Wahr, 1983) . Other proposed sources, such as earthquakes, are probably too small in magnitude although great earthquakes may contribute (Gross, 1986) . A complication in determining the amount of excitation needed is that we do not know what the dissipation of the mode (or Q) is. The current estimates of Q assume a white noise excitation which may not be valid. If the Q is increased sufficiently, the current excitation mechanisms may be enough to explain the Chandler wobble amplitude. Kuehne and Wilson (1991) investigated the effect of water storage in combination with air mass redistribution on the observed excitation of polar motion near the annual and Chandler frequencies for the period 1900-1985. They conclude that there is a discrepancy in accounting for more than half the variance of polar motion across a broad range of frequencies, suggesting a source of polar motion excitation due to air and water motion which has either not been correctly estimated or is not yet identified. Continual and improved monitoring of polar motion combined with improved models of atmospheric wind and pressure and ground water variations may resolve the degree to which the atmosphere and the hydrological cycle drive polar motion.
The changing distribution of water in the ground and oceans is likely to be important at periods of a year and longer. Decadal scale polar motion is dominated by motion that is linearly polarized along the direction that would result from sea-level rise or fall, suggesting that forcing is due at least in part to water mass redistribution (Wilson, 1993) . On time scales of hundreds to thousands of years, water storage variation in the polar ice caps and the associated loading deformation of the solid Earth is a dominant influence on polar motion. Although one must account for other secular variations in these calculations, much of the observed secular drift of the pole in this century can be explained by redistributions of water and ice together with the post-glacial rebound following the last deglaciation around 20,000 years ago (Nakiboglu and Lambeck, 1980; Wu and Peltier, 1984) . It is the zonally-symmetric part of the rebound that is responsible for the secular change in J 2 and other gravitational harmonics as observed by satellite laser ranging (see for example, Yoder et al., 1981 and Wahr et al., 1993 for a review). Polar motion data have been employed to calibrate and check viscoelastic rebound models that are used for studies of the Earth's interior and to predict relative changes in sea level. Contributions from plate motions, seismic deformation and present day melting of glaciers are also present.
Nutations and Precession
Torques on the oblate Earth from the Sun, Moon and other bodies in the solar system cause a change in the direction of the Earth's rotation and figure axes, resulting in the precession of the Earth's equator along the ecliptic with superimposed oscillations. These motions are defined as the nutations. In addition to these forced nutations, there are free nutations which are internally caused. The response of the Earth to the externally applied torques is largely that of a rigid body. However, there are observable effects that arise because the Earth is deformable, with a solid-inner core, fluid-outer core, anelastic mantle, fluid oceans, and an atmosphere. It is these effects of the Earth's deformability that make nutations geophysically interesting (for a review, see Mathews and Shapiro, 1992) . They serve as sensitive probes of Earth, allowing insights into the elasticity of the mantle, the effect of the oceans on the Earth's interior, coupling of the solid inner core to the fluid outer core and that of the fluid core to the mantle.
From an inertial coordinate system, the Earth's nutations have periods much longer than a day. The largest such motion is the long-period precession, a nutation of the spin axis with a period of about 26,000 years. The precession is caused by the gravitational torque on the Earth's equatorial bulge from the Sun, Moon and the planets and thus has an angular amplitude of 23.5°, the angle between the equator and the plane of the Earth's orbit (the ecliptic). The inclination of the Moon's orbit with respect to the Earth's equator induces a lunar nutation on the Earth. The Sun perturbs the lunar orbit and causes it to precess (rotate in the plane of the ecliptic) with a period of 18.6 years, with the induced nutation having the same period and an amplitude of about 9 s of arc. There are also nutations with periods of one solar year, one lunar month and at the harmonics of the dominant frequencies, with smaller nutations occurring at periods of half a solar year and a half-month and the harmonics of these. The half period is caused by the torque being symmetric about the equatorial plane. 
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Nutation series are calculated assuming that the individual periodic components can be linearly summed and that the motion of the body axis with respect to inertial space can be obtained from the addition of the periodic nutations, precession, and the motions due to polar motion. The currently recommended nutation model, the IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation (Seidelmann, 1982) is based on the work of Kinoshita (1977) for the rigid Earth series and of Wahr (1981) for the perturbing effects of elasticity on a rigid Earth model. Analyses of the data from the space techniques have indicated that sizable corrections are required to the standard nutation models, which are a consequence of the incompleteness of the geophysical models (see Figure 4) . The largest of these (~ 2 mas) is the correction to the retrograde annual nutation, caused by the closeness to the free core nutation (FCN) response frequency , which has been interpreted as being due to the flattening of the core-mantle boundary which deviates from its hydrostatic equilibrium by about 5% (Gwinn etal., 1986) . A similar discrepancy between theory and observations has also been observed in tidal gravity data (Neuberg et al., 1987) , with results which are consistent with this increased flattening of 5%. Although the real parts of the FCN frequency agree well in both analyses, the tidal results have a significantly larger imaginary part (that is, smaller Q than the geodetic results), the reason for which is under current investigation. The FCN source of excitation is an area of intense activity; one avenue that is being pursued is atmospheric excitation (see Joint Discussion on Nutation for further details).
Universal Time (UT1) and Variations in the Length-of-Day
Observed variations in the Earth's rate of rotation-or changes in the length-of-day (LOD)-are attributed to a variety of sources ( Figure 1 ) and can be roughly divided into three categories: an overall linear increase mainly from tidal dissipation, irregular large variations on a time scale of decades, and the smaller higher frequency changesinterannual, seasonal and intraseasonal. The linear increase in the LOD, determined from ancient eclipse records (e.g., Morrison, 1984 and 1995) is estimated to be about 1 to 2 msec per century. The LOD has large, irregular variations over time scales of decades to centuries (Figure 2a , curve B) with amplitudes of many milliseconds; these changes are too large to be of atmospheric origin and are thought to arise from fluid motions in the liquid outer core (Hide, 1977; Jault and LeMouel, 1991; Lambeck, 1980) . Variations with periods of five years or less are driven primarily by exchanges of angular momentum with the atmosphere (Figure 2a , curves C, D and E). Estimates of the equivalent torques associated with each component, formed by taking centered differences in the time domain, are shown in Figure 2b . Although the amplitude of the decadal LOD time series is larger than that of the faster components (Figure 2a) , the corresponding equivalent axial torque time series has the smallest amplitude (Figure 2b ). At the other extreme, the most rapid intraseasonal contributions have the smallest amplitude, typically less than 0.2 ms, but are associated with the largest torques. The decadal fluctuations integrate coherently over many years resulting in large variations; in contrast, the intraseasonal atmospheric excitations are quite sizable but cancel out to a large extent. The apparent increase in the magnitude of the intraseasonal torques during the period studied reflects improvements in both quality and quantity of Earth rotation data as well as better sampling methods, leading to a decreasing uncertainty in the LOD estimates with time. The Kalman filter used to produce this LOD series automatically adjusts the effective smoothing to the formal errors in the data, leading to increasing high-frequency variability in the latter part of the series, allowing more precise estimation of the magnitude of the shorter-period torques. These pronounced and rapid torque variations probably reflect changes in the orographic contribution to the total torque exerted by the atmosphere on the underlying planet, associated with the passage of synoptic weather systems over mountain ranges. Determinations incorporating space-geodetic data, in fact, show that the intraseasonal torque can change by as much as 50 Hadleys (1 Hadley = 10 18 Nm) in 10 days. Synoptic variations in the atmosphere occur on these time scales, associated with surface pressure gradients which, if applied across a mountain range with the dimensions of the Rockies or Andes, would produce transient torques of this magnitude. The seasonal torque, which, by definition, fluctuates with constant amplitude over the 30-year span of data used, reflects annual and semi-annual variations of the position and strength of the major atmospheric jet streams.
Secular and Century-Time Scale Variations
Irregular long-period variations in the rotation rate of the Earth were first hypothesized in the 19th century to account for otherwise inexplicable variations in the apparent motion of the Moon. This hypothesis was confirmed in the early part of the 20th century through observations of corresponding variations in the apparent motions of the planets. Variations in the Earth's rotation are not detectable unless the observations can be compared to a clock more stable than the Earth on the time scale of interest. This early work essentially used the orbital periods of the Moon and the planets as reference clocks; hence, the term Ephemeris Time (ET). The development of atomic frequency standards in 1955, stable to within a few parts in 10 13 over indefinite periods marked a new era in "time keeping," and the time defined by these highly accurate clocks has become the standard (TAI). It is the variations (AT) of Universal Time (see Section 2) from the uniform time scale that are of interest.
On century and long-term time scales, tidal dissipation, occurring both in the atmosphere and the oceans, is the dominant source of variability; the tidal bulge exerts a torque, causing the lunar orbit to expand and the Earth rotation rate to decrease. An analysis of twenty-five years of lunar laser ranging data provides a modern determination of the secular acceleration of the moon (p) of-25.9 ± 0.5 arcsec/century 2 which is in agreement with satellite laser ranging results (see for example Marsh et al., 1990; Cheng et al, 1992) . This implies a Af TIDAL of (42 ± 2)t 2 (note the units are seconds and t is measured in centuries). Because of the quadratic term in t, historical data sets are best suited for a study of tidal dissipation. For example, ^tji DAh of ~ 7 hours have accumulated since 500 B.C.
A recent study by Stephenson and Morrison (1995) considers solar and lunar eclipses from the ancient and medieval civilizations of Babylon, Europe and the Arab world for the period 700 B.C. to A.D. 1600, lunar occultation data for the period A.D. 1600-1955.5, and modern data for the atomic clocks era (1955.5-1990) . Both timed and untimed eclipse data were considered. Predictions based on modern tidal friction measurements [421 2 (sec) or the corresponding LOD increase of 2.3 ±0.1 ms/century] does not fit the historical data; the best parabolic fit is 311 2 (seconds) or a corresponding LOD increase of 1.70 + 0.05 ms/century. The observed LOD increase can be interpreted as a composite of two actual trends: a tidal dissipation effect of +2.3 + 0.1 ms/century and non-tidal contribution of -0.6 ±0.1 ms/century. The later effect is consistent with modern measurements of the change in the Earth oblateness (J 2 ) (see Yoder et al, 1983 and Cheng et al, 1989) when the relaxation time of post-glacial rebound is considered. This is a quite remarkable result: the linking of space-based measurement from the last 20 years with ancient eclipse records use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 Downloaded from https://www.cambridge.org/core. IP address: 52.11.211.149, on 17 Sep 2019 at 22:47:24, subject to the Cambridge Core terms of of over 2500 years and the solving of a long-standing puzzle of relating current day n measurements to these ancient measurements.
Decadal Variability
Because we have no direct access to the core, Earth rotation observations are of prime importance in the study of the structure and dynamics of the Earth's deep interior. In general, torques can be produced at the core-mantle boundary by viscous, electromagnetic, topographic and gravitational coupling. Viscous coupling is likely to be comparatively very weak and would only be significant under extreme assumptions about the viscosity of the core. Two candidate mechanisms are currently under investigation for these decade variations: (1) topographic torques due to dynamic pressure forces associated with core motions acting on undulations of the core-mantle boundary and, (2) torques of electromagnetic origin. Difficulties, both of a qualitative and quantitative nature, are encountered when the electromagnetic coupling mechanism (first proposed by Bullard) is about (Paulus and Stix, 1986) . Concerns include assumptions made concerning the strength of the toroidal part of the geomagnetic field in the outer reaches of the core and the distribution of electrical conductivity in the lower mantle. Estimates of topographic torques (first introduced by Hide, 1969) can be made from core motion deduced from geomagnetic secular variation, in combination with core-mantle boundary topography deduced either directly from seismic tomography or from dynamic models of the lower mantle based on tomographic and long-wavelength gravity anomaly data (Hide, 1989; Hide era/., 1993) .
Geodetic torque estimates inferred from the LOD provide a means of checking results from seismology and geomagnetism and imposing constraints on the models used. Earth rotation results (Fig. 5) indicate a torque of ~ 0.2 Hadley units (10 18 Nm) in the axial component during the 1980 period. When torque calculations are produced with the combined results from seismic tomography and geomagnetism for the 1970-80 decade, axial torque estimates are an order of magnitude too large; this model has "bumps" on the core-mantle interface being at the 3 km level. When a D" layer is included in the analysis (a boundary layer in the bottom 100-300 km of the mantle, which is though to have low viscosity), the undulations of the core-mantle boundary are ~ 500 m (Hide et al, 1993) and the magnitude of the torque becomes consistent with LOD results. The size of these bumps is in accord with calculations based on corrections to the Standard IAU 1980 Nutation Model using Very Long Baseline Interferometry data (for example, . The corrections are dominated by a large retrograde annual term of -2 mas. These observations can be interpreted as implying a core-mantle boundary that is more elliptical than for an Earth in static rotational equilibrium; the total required deviation from the figure of equilibrium is 500 m (Gwinn et al., 1986 and Section 4) . In a complementary approach to the torque calculation, one can examine the angular momentum exchange between the core and the mantle through the comparison of lengthof-day (that is, the mantle momentum) and core angular momentum (CAM). CAM is computed from time dependent core velocities derived from surface geomagnetic secular data (see for example, Jackson et al., 1993) using the results of the theory of Jault and LeMouel (1989) to extrapolate the zonal toroidal part of these motions throughout the core. It is the time-dependent component of this flow that transports angular momentum which can be compared with LOD ( Fig. 6 and Jackson et al., 1989) . A clear correlation is seen between the two series particularly after 1900; results indicate the core flow variations are of sufficient magnitude to explain decadal variations. . Predicted excess length-of-day (over a standard day of 86,400 seconds) using the theory (Jault and LeMouel, 1989) for the period 1840-1990 (squares), compared to the observations (solid line) of McCarthy and Babcock (1986) , corrected for secular trend with a value of 1.4 ms per century. Also shown are the results of Jault et al., 1988 (circles) . After Jackson et al., 1993 .
Interannual Variability
Several earlier studies have attempted to link interannual LOD variations with the stratospheric Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO-characterized by the regular alternation of the zonal wind in the equatorial stratosphere at periods that vary from 24 to 30 months-for review, see Lambeck, Chapter 7, 1980) . Initially, Lambeck and Cazenave (1977) associated interannual LOD changes during the 1955-71 period with the QBO. Later, Stephanick (1982) proposed a connection between interannual LOD and the "Southern Oscillation" by establishing coherence between LOD and equatorial Pacific air temperature (whose fluctuation is a good index of the Southern Oscillation phenomenon), speculating that the coherence was caused by zonal wind anomalies originating in the tropics. The coupled El Nino/Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon involves largescale redistribution of atmospheric mass between the eastern and western ends of the Pacific basin, and is associated with widespread changes in both atmospheric and oceanic circulation (Philander, 1990) . Further investigations were stimulated by the occurrence of use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 the unusually strong and well observed El Nino of 1982-83 (see e.g. Philander, 1983 Philander, , 1990 Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983) ; the largest changes ever recorded in LOD and AAM occurred during this ENSO event (January and February, 1983) (Fig. 2-see also Rosen et al, 1984 and Eubanks et al, 1985) . Various studies (Chao, 1984 and 1988; Eubanks et al, 1986; Dickey et al, 1990 and have established significant correlations between interannual LOD and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI), computed as the seasonally-adjusted difference of the sea-level pressure between Tahiti and Darwin, Australia. During an ENSO event, the SOI reaches a minimum, and there is a concomitant collapse of the tropical easterlies and an increase in AAM. Conservation of total angular momentum requires the Earth's rate of rotation to diminish, causing LOD to increase. A further increase in AAM may result from the large-scale heating of the tropical troposphere associated with the El Nino events (Stephanick, 1982) , leading to a zonallysymmetric rise in the tropical 200 mb height field (Horel and Wallace, 1981 ) and a consequent strengthening of the upper-level subtropical jet streams. The striking agreement between the interannual LOD variations and the MSOI [a modified Southern Oscillation index formed by taking the negative of the running annual SOI variation] is evident in Fig. 7 (Dickey et al, 1993a) . Similar comparisons have been made with data sets beginning in 1860 to ascertain if LOD can be used as a proxy index of interannual global wind fluctuations (Salstein and Rosen, 1986; Dickey et al, 1990 and use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 1993; Jordi et al, 1994) . Results indicate correlations are robust enough that LOD can be used as a proxy index beginning in about 1930 Jordi et al, 1994) . The maximum cross-correlation in the modern data (0.72) is found with the MSOI leading LOD variations (and the transfer of angular momentum to the solid Earth) by about 2 months. Atmospheric winds play the dominant role in these variations, accounting for up to 92% of the LOD variation in a case study of the 1982-83 El Nino . The stratosphere is an important contributor, as it accounts for as much as an additional 20% in the LOD variance explained relative to the winds below 100 mb. The LOD variance not accounted for by AAM during the case study (55 (is rms) is larger than the difference between interannual variations in data from the NMC and EC (18 |is rms), indicating that "noise" in the AAM data may explain a part, but not all, of the residual. Additional sources of discrepancy include systematic AAM error (estimated to be ~ 30 (is) and a possible oceanic contribution (Dickey etal, 1994c) .
Additional insight into the origin of interannual rotational fluctuations can be gained through the examination of the latitudinal structure of the associated atmospheric variation (Dickey et al., 1992a) . The AAM obtained by integrating atmospheric data up to 100 mb over 46 equal-area belts is considered, with interannual variation obtained by differencing the one-year and five-year moving averages for each latitude band. The resulting pattern of interannual variability (Fig. 8 ) is striking, with coherent V-like structures emerging from the tropics and propagating poleward. The 1982-1983 event is associated with positive AAM (that is anomalous eastward winds) beginning at the equator in late 1980/early 1981 and propagating to high latitudes in both hemispheres over the course of several years. Dickey et al, 1992a) .
During the mature phase of the ENSO event (mid-1982 to mid-1983) , strong positive anomalies are located in the northern subtropics with moderate anomalies in the southern subtropics. These anomalies diminish in strength and propagate poleward as the ENSO event decays. A similar scenario can be seen for the 1986-87 event, with strong modulation on the QB time scale (Dickey etal., 1992a) . These low-frequency variations may represent a combined mode of the coupled global ocean-atmosphere system, whose precise origin is under investigation (Marcus and Dickey, 1994) .
Seasonal and Subseasonal Variations
The exchange of angular momentum between the atmosphere and solid Earth is evident in fluctuations in the length-of-day at periods of a year and less (Fig. 9) . Recent improvements in Earth rotation measurements have been accompanied by improvements in numerical models and measurements of Earth's global atmosphere which can be used to calculate the atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) (see for example, Salstein et al., 1993) . Both U.S. and foreign meteorological services maintain global atmospheric models for weather forecasting; surface and upper-air wind data and other meteorological measurements are assimilated into these models on a regular basis. Certain atmospheric variables, including pressure and horizontal wind velocity, are estimated at each model grid point at twelve-hour intervals by combining measurements of these variables with their forecasted values in a statistically optimal fashion. Calculation of an effective atmospheric excitation function, %, a three-dimensional pseudo-vector including Love number corrections for rotational and surface loading deformation of the Earth, can be made directly from the meteorological data (Barnes et al., 1983) . TIME IN YEARS SINCE 1900.0 Fig. 9 . Time series of the sum of the seasonal and intraseasonal LOD components, with the upper curve measured by space geodetic techniques (see Fig. 2a ) and the middle and bottom curves inferred from routine daily determinations of changes in the axial component of the atmospheric angular momentum made by the U. S. National Meteorological Center and the European Centre for Medium Range Forecasts, respectively (after Dickey et al, 1993b) .
Comparison of astronomical measurements with axial atmospheric angular momentum first indicated the significance of the atmospheric contribution to Earth rotation. Various studies (for a review see Hide and Dickey, 1991; Eubanks, 1993 and Rosen, 1993) have related LOD fluctuations to changes in atmospheric angular momentum on time scales ranging from months to a few years using mean monthly or longer period atmospheric data. Hide et al. (1980) , comparing the wind component of angular momentum evaluated at 12-h intervals from the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) with LOD data, demonstrated that angular momentum transfer between the solid Earth and the atmosphere could fully account for the observed LOD variation on time scales of days to weeks. Intercomparisons of AAM data with modern LOD data obtained from space geodetic techniques (see for example, Fig. 9 ) have been at the forefront of recent research on seasonal and sub-seasonal fluctuations in the Earth's angular momentum budget. The correlation between short-period variations in length-of-day and AAM is so well established that numerical forecasts of atmospheric angular momentum are now being used as a proxy data type for the purpose of predicting Earth rotation variations (Freedman etal, 1994a) .
Changes in LOD at seasonal and higher frequencies can be attributed primarily to exchange of angular momentum with the atmosphere, with zonal frictional stress and surface pressure gradients acting as agents for transferring angular momentum between the atmosphere and the solid Earth. Changes in both the AAM and LOD contain a large seasonal cycle, dominated by annual and semiannual harmonics (Fig. 9) . The seasonal cycle of angular momentum causes seasonal LOD changes with an amplitude of about 0.5 msec, and UTl changes with an amplitude of about 30 msec. The annual angular momentum cycles in the two Hemispheres are nearly 180 degrees out of phase, with the Northern Hemisphere having a larger amplitude. The annual cycle is mostly due to changes in the mid-latitude westerly (i.e., eastward propagating) winds, particularly the subtropical jet streams at or near the 250 millibar level (Rosen and Salstein, 1983) . Various studies of the small apparent discrepancies found in AAM-LOD intercomparisons (Eubanks et al, 1985a; Morgan et al., 1985) reveal that imbalances occur in the angular momentum budget at the semi-annual period and to a lesser extent at the annual period. The seasonal imbalances can be attributed to the failure to represent contributions from stratospheric winds (up to the 1 mb level) satisfactorily in the routine operational analyses (Rosen and Salstein, 1985 and . Currently, closure of the angular momentum budget is within the current measurement errors, with the ocean contribution being comparable in size Ponte and . Further refinements will require the full consideration of the global oceans.
Superimposed on the annual cycle in both geodetic and atmospheric data is the irregular "intraseasonal" fluctuation, evident on time scales ranging from roughly 40 to 50 days (Fig. 9) . The corresponding oscillations in zonal winds and other meteorological quantities were first discovered by Julian (1971, 1972) in station data from the equatorial Pacific. Since that time, higher-frequency oscillations have also been seen (Miller, 1974) and the 40 to 50 day oscillation has been observed on a global scale (Krishnamurti and Subrahmanyam, 1982; Yasunnari, 1981; Anderson and Rosen, 1983) . The corresponding Earth rotation changes were first detected in optical data (Zheng, 1979) and confirmed by their presence in four independent UTl data types (Feissel and Gambis, 1980) ; Langley et al. (1981) later reported this effect in both the AAM and LOD from lunar laser ranging. Feissel and Nitschelm (1985) showed the intermittent variability of this oscillation. The peak amplitude seems to be about 0.2 msec of length of day, though the oscillation exhibits changes in both period and amplitude on a year-to-year basis.
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339 Morgan et al. (1985) showed that any nonmeteorological contribution to the 40-50 day oscillation is not significantly larger than the uncertainties in the observations (about 0.06 ms).
Three possible mechanisms for the origin have been proposed. The so-called "MaddenJulian" mechanism connects these intraseasonal LOD and AAM oscillations to eastwardpropagating anomalies in tropical convection and zonal wind (Madden, 1986 and . A second hypothesis (Ghil, 1987; Ghil and Childress, 1987) relates the oscillation to an instability of the nonzonal westerly flow caused by the interaction of the jet stream with mountains in the mid-latitudes. The dominant period of this instability in a simplified, equivalent-barotropic model of the atmosphere is near 40 days; however, for realistic parameter values, it has aperiodic, intermittent behavior, which would explain the broadband nature of the AAM/LOD oscillations. The third mechanism, proposed by Simmons et al. (1983) , links these oscillations to atmospheric disturbances which derive their energy from the basic state through barotropic instability. In this theory, topography contributes only to the maintenance of asymmetries in the climatological basic state, and is absent from the instability mechanism itself; in the second approach, topography interacts both with the basic flow and with its oscillatory instability.
The analysis of Earth rotation variations in concert with AAM data provides novel insights into the intraseasonal oscillation and other geophysical processes. Studies of the spectral characteristics of signal-to-noise ratios in both data types, for example, indicate that LOD determinations give a more accurate picture of 40 to 50 day variations in the global angular momentum budget than can be obtained at present from the available AAM determinations (Dickey et al., 1992b) . By compositing Earth rotation data over several years, the global intraseasonal oscillation was found to be strongest during Northern Hemisphere winter . These data indicate that the low-frequency variability of the Northern Hemisphere extratropics may be important to the dynamics of the global oscillation, as envisaged in the second and third hypotheses Marcus, 1990; Marcus et al, 1990) . Spectral analysis of modern LOD data shows the presence of two distinct intraseasonal oscillations, with periods near 50 and 40 days respectively. Studies of concurrent AAM variations from the National Meteorological Center (NMC) operational analysis, and from perpetual-January runs with the UCLA General Circulation Model, indicate that the larger-amplitude 50-day oscillation arises in the tropics, whereas the 40-day oscillation originates in the Northern Hemisphere extratropics. Thus, comparisons of geodetically-determined LOD values with both observed and simulated AAM data indicate that the global intraseasonal oscillation may result from a combination of all three aforementioned mechanisms. Several issues remain open, including whether these oscillations are independent and what feedback mechanisms operate between these two oscillation.
High Frequency Variations
High time resolution measurements of Earth rotation and atmospheric angular momentum (AAM) and torque and their interpretation are improving our understanding of the properties and origin of short-period fluctuations of the Earth's orientation, and are providing new and unique insights into a variety of geophysical processes. These processes include dynamical coupling and angular momentum exchange between the solid Earth and atmosphere, the interaction of ocean tides with the Earth's rotational dynamics and the effects of fluid-core resonances. The importance of the determination of rapid Earth rotation variations and its implication for geodynamics was recognized by the use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) in Vienna (August 1991) through a Union resolution and by the formation of a joint IUGG/IAU Working Group, Rapid Earth Orientation Changes. As a result, a major campaign, SEARCH'92 (Study of EarthAtmosphere R.apid CHanges), for high time resolution (sub-daily) measurements of Earth rotation by all of the space geodetic techniques was coordinated by the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) and was held in conjunction with the International GPS Service (IGS) Campaign (June 21-September 22, 1992) . A special intensive period (Epoch'92) extended from July 25 through August 10, 1992 (Dickey and Feissel, 1994) .
GPS measurements were obtained from a core network of ~ 30 receivers with 80 additional sites in place during EPOCH'92 (Beutler and Brockman, 1993) . The SLR global network consisted of 30 sites, two of which are dual SLR/LLR stations and obtained LLR results as well. The VLBI measurement program consisted both of routine operations (IRIS-A, NAVNET) as well as intensive observing efforts. There was essentially continuous coverage on two simultaneous VLBI networks during the period July 27-August 10 (for an overview, see Dickey etal., 1994c) . Special efforts were made to obtain the best possible auxiliary data from geophysical, oceanographic, and atmospheric sources. The frequency of archived atmospheric angular momentum calculation was increased from twice to four times daily and atmospheric torque calculations were begun.
An additional campaign, CONT'94, was held in January 1994, which allows for a study of solid Earth-atmosphere interaction during the Northern Hemisphere winter. This activity featured 15 days of continuous VLBI with 21 stations in three simultaneous networks coupled with participation by the other techniques. The result was the best VLBI to date: 6 mm repeatability on 10,000 km baselines, and highly accurate hourly measurements of Earth rotation (6 |is in UT1 and 250 (las in PM). use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1539299600010339
A strong diurnal and semidiurnal signature is clearly seen in all data types (see Fig.  10 ); comparisons with the independent techniques of VLBI and GPS confirm the reality of this signature [~ 0.1 msec (5 cm) in amplitude]. The data gap in the middle of the time series is due to the use of anti-spoofing (AS) signal encryption in the GPS. Diurnal and semi-diurnal rotational variations were postulated by Yoder et al. (1981) , who proposed that such signatures should arise from the interactions of the ocean tides with the solid Earth. Estimates of these variations were made by Baader et al. (1983) for the M 2 tide and were refined by Brosche et al. (1989 and for the major diurnal and semidiurnal tides. Seiler (1991) and Wiinsch and Seiler (1992) revised the Brosch et al. (1989) tidal model using a new numerical ocean model; these calculations were later improved by Gross (1993) through the use of a more realistic rotation model (see also Brosche and Wiinsch, 1994) . Dickman (1993) developed the "broad-band" Liouville equation approach and determined the effects of the dynamic ocean tides on Earth rotation. The models mentioned thus far are unconstrained in that the solutions are not required to fit in situ tidal measurements and depend only on knowledge of the global bathymetry. Such an approach requires sophisticated hydrodynamic modeling with fine spatial resolutions in shelf areas, as the tidal energy dissipation occurs mainly in the shallow seas. Each experiment was about 1 day long, and each has been adjusted here empirically by a single bias. After Ray et al., 1994. A class of global tide models have been developed that are constrained by tide observations (gauge measurements at coastlines and at islands, and satellite altimetry). This alleviates to a certain degree the need for high spatial resolution models with complex physics packages. In a recent study, Ray et al. (1994) utilized the model of global tidal heights derived by Schwiderski (1980) , which is constrained by more than 2000 coastal, island and bottom pressure measurements. In addition to the effect of the global height fields, the impact of the tidal currents inferred from a modified form of Laplace's momentum equation were included. A complementary approach is the development of empirical models obtained by fitting the major tidal components to sub-daily Earth rotation observations. This approach has been applied to VLBI analysis by Sovers et al. (1993) and Herring and Dong (1994) and to SLR analysis by Watkins et al. (1994) . As one would expect, the empirical and constrained models result in better fits than the unconstrained. Differencing with respect to the Brosche et al. (1989) model as modified by Gross (1993) actually increases the scatter. Most of the discrepancies arise from the semidiurnal band, which the theoretical model predicts to have a much larger amplitude (Freedman et al., 1994b) . Ray et al. produce tidal variations in Universal Time that agree with VLBI observations at a 2 microsecond level (see Fig. 11 ) and thus establish oceanic tides as the dominant mechanism for producing Earth rotation variations at these periods.
Moving to multiple day time scales, one can add the atmospheric effect to the tidal variations (here the empirical model of Herring and Dong (1994) is used) by integrating AAM to obtain the atmospheric variability (Fig. 10) . Linear trends were removed from each series for each of the two periods. The geodetic signal can be described by the sum of AAM variation and tidally induced UT1, with tides acting at periods of one day and less and AAM dominating variations at periods greater than a day. The differences between GPS and VLBI are at least as large as those between the AAM series themselves and the AAM and geodetic series. There is no residual signal that exceeds the formal errors. The subdaily variability of the AAM is quite small and at this point cannot be separated from the oceanic effects; however, limits can be expressed (Freedman et al, 1994) . Improved theoretical tide models are need to unravel the oceanic and atmospheric signals, with geodetic measurements providing strong constraints. The creation of a new generation of ocean models is now underway through the analysis of TOPEX (Ocean Topography Experiment)/Poseidon satellite altimeter mission data. These developing models, particularly those that utilize data assimilation, should provide greatly improved predictions of tidally induced Earth rotation variations (Ray et al., 1994) During a 6-day subperiod (July 31-August 5, 1992) within the SEARCH Campaign, a strong rise in both LOD and AAM was observed, which was caused primarily by zonal wind variations. Analysis of equal area belts of AAM data indicates that the low-latitude Southern Hemisphere belts are the dominant contributors to these effects (Salstein and Rosen, 1994) . While angular momentum variations provide information on the center of activities during the period of interest, additional insight into the mechanisms involved can be gained through the analysis of the atmospheric torques. In the study of Salstein and Rosen (1994) , both mountain torque (which results from differences in normal pressure forces across mountain barriers) and friction torque (which arises from tangential frictional stresses at the atmosphere's lower boundary) are considered. Mountain torques accounted for most of the momentum transfer between the solid Earth and atmosphere, with the Southern tropics (0°-30°S) making the largest contribution. Note that this campaign was held in Southern Hemisphere Winter; hence, the bulk of the activities are expected there. Torques across South America are particularly important. This event is associated with a high-pressure system east of the Andes Mountains that produced a strong zonal pressure gradient, thus inducing the observed AAM and LOD variations.
Concluding Remarks
Earth orientation studies provides a unique and truly global measure of natural and manmade changes in the atmosphere, oceans, and interior of the Earth, and insights into the interactions of the Earth, Moon and Sun. They require the combined efforts of many disciplines, enforce a global perspective and promote mutual interaction. They are concerned with processes lasting from minutes to millions of years, relating phenomena occurring over vastly different time scales (such as earthquakes and tectonic motion; seasonal water storage and glacier dynamics, and weather and long-term climate change). Because of their very nature, the measurement and analysis programs promote international cooperation.
The new space geodetic techniques have had a profound influence on Earth orientation studies. Typical uncertainties resulting from conventional optical observations were at the 1 ms level for Earth rotation and 10 mas for polar motion. Today's uncertainties have decreased dramatically by more than an order of magnitude, in some cases approaching two orders. The length-of-day and polar motion are now routinely measured at the ~ 0.3 millarcsecond level (~ 1 cm) (Gross, 1994) , while periodic corrections to the standard nutation model have been determined to better than the 0.1 mas level for many terms (see Joint Discussion on Nutations, this volume). In addition, the time resolution has been increased significantly. Prior to 1980, the BIH optical results were averaged from a global network of stations with a time resolution of 5 days; in contrast, results from CONT'94 produced multihour solutions with accuracies for UT1 at the 6 |isec level and at the 240 |_tas level for polar motion.
These advances have been accompanied by improvements in a number of related areas. Prime examples include atmospheric measurements and numerical models of the Earth's global atmosphere, which are used to calculate the atmospheric angular momentum and other synergistic atmospheric data sets. Much insight is gained through joint analysis of geodetic observations with complementary geophysical data including results from seismology, geomagnetic models and general circulation models (GCMs) of both the atmosphere and the oceans.
The effects of the Earth's various subsystems are evident over a wide range of frequencies. Subdaily variations are largely excited by oceanic tides, while on time scales from days to interannual, atmospheric excitation dominates. Core-mantle coupling is the leading candidate for the excitation mechanism on decadal time scales, whereas tidal dissipation and the effect of post-glacial rebound are clearly seen on century time scales.
Considerable progress has been made; however, many open issues remain. What is the role of the oceans on interannual and seasonal time scales? What is the atmospheric contribution to long-term variation? Thus far, we have largely focused on the angular momentum exchange approach; with the advent of improved measurements and models, further insights can be gained through the torque approach. Many fundamental issues remain unresolved in polar motion studies, as it is difficult to account for the full polar motion excitation source across a wide frequency band. The outlook for progress in these areas is bright, and with it the promise of gaining a unifying perspective of planet Earth.
